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Mission and Purpose

Jesuit Higher Education: A Journal (JHE) fosters intellectual and professional discourse of practitioners, theorists and leaders in the field of Jesuit higher education in championing, advancing and/or critiquing the great Jesuit tradition in teaching and learning. The journal aims also to expand and deepen conversation concerning Jesuit higher education by engaging important thinkers in educational theory and practice and other leading intellectuals who raise “big questions” in the world today. As an interdisciplinary journal, its scholarship has a broad reach but it shares core values and aspirations widely represented in Jesuit academies of higher learning. These common distinctives include intellectual rigor, development of the whole person, ethical inquiry and reflections, spiritual development, concern for social justice, global awareness and integration.1

Inspiration for the journal comes from a number of sources. The founder and the first companions of the Society of Jesus set in place a new mode of higher learning. Ignatius Loyola (1491-1556), developed the Spiritual Exercises that integrate memory, imagination, mind and heart in pursuit of insight and discernment.2 The personal touch of Peter Faber (1506-1546) represents the human face of education.3 Francis Xavier (1506-1552) institutionalized the educational mission of the Jesuits as one of global concern in “initiating the first Jesuit college in the world by accepting responsibility for Goa’s new College of St. Paul [in India].”4 While committed to a curriculum grounded in the Ratio Studiorum developed by the end of the sixteenth century that covered the sciences and humanities of their time, Jesuit education early on embraced innovative pedagogy, such as the use of drama, music and dance, and of the vernacular.5 In honoring these achievements of the past, JHE hopes to provoke and inspire new modes of teaching and learning.

Great Jesuit thinkers of the 20th century also provide inspiration for JHE by taking cues from their encounters, critiques and embrace of various intellectual traditions that inform cultures and movements of the present day. Karl Rahner’s engagement with existentialism, Bernard Lonergan’s expansive thinking in history, philosophy, science and mathematics, and Pierre Teilhard de Chardin’s development of evolutionary theory as metaphysics are shining examples.6 Creative and radical thinkers beyond the Jesuit community as well are welcomed interlocutors. Ivan Illich called for a reexamination of education and other societal institutions at their most fundamental levels.7 Martha Nussbaum invites similar reconsiderations.8 In profound ways resonant with the Jesuit approach, Parker Palmer recasts educational activities in terms of
the human subject and intersubjectivity. Howard Gardner probes the deep questions of human consciousness in relation to modes of understanding and inquiry, as does Kieran Egan in his effort to bring coherence to very conflicted systems of education. Educational philosopher, Eamon Callan, addresses the role of education in its social dimensions by raising questions on autonomy, critiquing theories of justice, and promoting citizenship.

No doubt teachers and professors at Jesuit institutions of higher learning have important contributions to make on these very questions, and they may wish to raise further questions. JHE encourages our colleagues within the Jesuit communities of higher learning – the Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities, and abroad – to contribute to this forum and help create a new and vibrant community of scholars interested in, committed to, and concerned about deeper understanding of the large and looming questions of teaching and learning today.

This journal is committed to the values and principles of “open access” (OA), a movement of sorts, sweeping the field of scholarly communication around the globe. In part, OA serves to reposition scholarly communication back into the academy where, as the “Berlin Declaration” states, it offers “the most benefit for science and society.” Learned societies, universities and academic libraries in great numbers all over the world have become signatories to the Declaration. JHE sees OA fundamentally as a common good and, in fact, regards free, global access to scholarship as a move in harmony with what Boston College and Marquette University professor, Matthew Lamb, called “actually realizing education for justice with the poor and oppressed.”

JHE is committed also to the principles of academic freedom, those values being of fundamental importance to universities worldwide. The American Library Association endorses the following statement: “Institutions of higher education are conducted for the common good and not to further the interest of either the individual teacher or the institution as a whole. The common good depends upon the free search for truth and its free exposition.” This assertion is compatible with the objectives of JHE and, as such, articles appearing in JHE do not undergo any kind of doctrinal scrutiny or imprimatur. By the same token, articles must reflect academic excellence and commitment to truth and fairness and, as appropriate, to an honest representation of differing opinion as these may arise in the subject matters addressed.

**Structure and Design**

The journal presents five sections: Scholarship; Praxis; Resources; Reflection; Editorials. As a scholarly online journal, the “Scholarship” section constitutes the core of this publication. It presents peer reviewed articles on a wide range to topics germane to the special and in some cases unique qualities of Jesuit higher education. “Scholarship” covers a broad scope of writing, from data gathering and analysis, to professional reflection and critique, to theory and philosophy, studies of history, studies based on literature review, and advances in teaching and learning in higher education. It covers what Frederick E. Crowe, S.J. has termed, “the way of achievement and the way of heritage,” and what Bernard Lonergan, S.J. described for theology (and we suggest for all of scholarship) as “the ongoing interplay in human history of tradition and innovation.”

The “Praxis” section presents articles, not peer reviewed, that focus more on the practice of teaching and the experience of learning. These articles represent dimensions of professional discourse rooted in the world of theory but engaged in the activities of the academy. Theologian, David Tracy, S.J., explains that, “any proper understanding of praxis demands some form of authentic personal involvement and/or commitment.” Argentinian theologian, José Bonino, suggests praxis is not merely the application of theory (whether secular or theological) but that it engages theory, and perhaps transforms it from a basis in the real world of lived experience. Accordingly, articles appearing in “Praxis” are not of a “lower” order that those of “Scholarship” but rather are parallel, bring to the conversation questions for Jesuit higher education rooted in the real-world experience of teaching and learning. In order to encourage the conversation and expand its scope,
JHE does not submit these articles to the more rigorous process of peer review where literature review and theoretical critique may at times restrict dialogue. “Resources” draws attention to open access web-based materials that educators in Jesuit institutions of higher learning may find helpful in their vocations as teachers, or in understanding more fully Jesuit higher education, or in gaining insight into Jesuit spirituality that undergirds this great tradition in higher learning.

Rounding out each issue, following an editorial overview, JHE publishes in this issue (and we hope future issues) a scholarly article of a reflective nature. While educators so easily can be consumed by duties, details and deadlines, the opportunity and value cannot be overestimated of raising the eyes a little from the path below our feet to look at a broader horizon. In the “Reflection” section we offer articles of inspiration, aspiration and motivation.

Executive Board
From the beginning, the journal has been guided and supported by many individuals, most notably the members of an Executive Board, to whom this Journal is indebted. Father Michael Sheeran, S. J., President of Regis University, aided greatly in securing permission to use the term “Jesuit” in our title, Regis Vice President of Academic Affairs, Dr. Patricia Ladewig was enthusiastic early on about the endeavor. Regis Vice President for Mission, Dr. Tom Reynolds, as well as Regis Deans Dr. Janet Houser, Dr. Paul Ewald, and Dr. Roxanne Gonzales have significantly aided us in our efforts and we owe them great gratitude. These individuals serve as the members of the journal’s Executive Board.

Advisory Board
The journal counts many individuals as friends and colleagues. In particular, Father Greg Lucey, S.J., Father Charles Currie, S.J., Dr. Scott Chadwick and Dr. Stephen Porth are not only colleagues, but serve as founding members of the Advisory Board. Over time, the Advisory Board will add additional members, but we are grateful to these individuals for their confidence in this initiative. The strong Jesuit network enables projects like the journal to thrive.

Sponsors
While the journal was “birthed” at Regis, it is by no means exclusively Regis. As an institution of Jesuit education, Regis is uniquely equipped to provide sponsorship and infrastructure for such an undertaking. But the goal of the journal is most decidedly to go far beyond one institution in scope and depth. The journal has been and will continue to intentionally attract manuscripts from the broad Jesuit network as well as others who have interest in or appreciation for Jesuit higher education.

Finally, one individual’s gracious and generous donation enabled the journal to secure licenses and access numbers and to further develop the web site. The journal pays tribute to Ms Mary Michieli Rollins, Loretto Heights College ’52, for her kindness and support.

Web Design
Development of the website of JHE occurred under the direction of Studiotrope Design Collective in Denver, Colorado. In discussion with Studiotrope, members of the Management Team explained the ideas, concepts and priorities that it felt were pertinent in constituting the web design. The team noted that each of the each of the terms, “Jesuit,” “higher education,” and “journal” was significant. While Jesuit education has a nearly 500 year old tradition, an online open access journal is quite contemporary (and we think that even Ignatius might find online open access intriguing). Inasmuch as the journal’s objective is to examine, explore, describe and critique higher education through a distinctly Jesuit lens, the banner design captures that lens through which our focus is sustained.

We believe that the banner, design and logo/monogram that are the outcomes of the design discussion appropriately suggest the foci of this endeavor. If the designs and images call to mind both old and new influences, the stately, refined nature of an academic peer-reviewed journal, as well as the optimism, other centeredness and openness characteristic of Jesuit education, our communicative efforts will have been successful.
Content and Invitation

We are pleased to present in this inaugural issue a "Guest Editorial" by Dr. Marcel Dumestre. In terms of motivation, the existence of this journal can be traced to Marcel’s good work at Regis University from 2006 to 2010 when he conceived of and developed a new faculty development program called “Ignatian Scholars,” as noted in the paragraphs leading to his article. Marcel offers a perspective on “Disruptive Insight” drawing on Clayton Christensen and Lonergan. While this compelling merger of two important thinkers may be weighted on the theoretical side of education that often does not rise to intense engagement by practitioners in higher education, it does represent a call that the journal wishes to voice – that is, to be “disruptive” in our teaching and learning in the Jesuit academies. It brings to mind the tact and timbre of Ivan Illich—to be thoughtful and critical at the most radical (root-based) level.

The “Reflections” article by Fr. John Fitzgibbons, S.J., “Finding God in All Things … and Back Home,” calls us to a renewed sense of beauty, imagination and rationality; this renewal is an exercise at the heart of Jesuit higher education.

In this inaugural issue, readers of JHE are invited to engage with the authors of our four “Scholarship” articles and the seven “Praxis” articles. Contact information is provided. As the JHE develops, other options for reader response, including blogs and other interactive RSS feeds will be considered. It is hoped that new communities of scholarship on Jesuit higher education will be created.

Scholars interested in publishing in JHE are invited to submit articles thought this website where guidelines indicate required formatting and style and other information regarding publication. The current plan is to publish twice annually, spring and fall.

Memorial Dedication: Frederic E. Crowe, S.J.

During the final steps in preparation of this inaugural issue, word was received of the passing of Frederick E. Crowe, S.J., 1915 – 2012, on Easter Sunday. Fr. Crowe was a Canadian Jesuit theologian internationally known for his leadership in “Lonergan Studies” and for a career spanning more than 40 years. He provided mentoring and guidance in the formation of a great number of scholars and he cared deeply about education, its theory and practice, and modeled in the classroom the best of Jesuit higher education. His passing on a day commemorating resurrection could not be more poignant.

In honor of a great Jesuit educator, the editors of JHE dedicate this inaugural issue to Fr. Frederick E. Crowe, S.J.
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